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The Sports, Entertainment and Knowledge market is 

global and constantly refreshed by technology and 

consumer behaviour.  We work with the best 

companies and talent to seize the opportunities this 

dynamic sector produces, creating value for our 

partners, investee companies and investors. 

 

Despite the dramatic effect Covid19 has had on the 

economy, the sectors in which we invest have either 

been boosted or are showing real resilience due to 

their ability to pivot to online business models. The 

lockdowns have encouraged and accelerated 

consumer uptake of online services for streaming, 

education, gaming as well as newspapers and 

journals. 
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SEIS Pipeline 

 

Station12 are currently evaluating the following companies. Each company has or 

is in the process of receiving advanced assurance for SEIS. 

 

Company A – Television Production 

New drama company set up by an established actor and writer who has been in the industry for 24 

years and brings vast creative experience.  The founder created, wrote and starred in Citizen Khan, 

which ran for five series on ITV and the aim of the company is to produce talent driven creative 

content for TV, film and online that is diverse, popular, mainstream and authentic.   

Diversity will be key to the business.  Diverse stories of race, gender and class are the single most 

important issue to broadcasters in the UK & US and beyond.  The company will also look to develop in 

international emerging markets in Asia, the Middle East and Far East using Adil’s success in those 

regions with Citizen Khan as a benchmark and platform. 

The company is currently involved with a daytime quiz show on ITV (which the founder is presenting), 

has a drama series (co developed with Jed Mercurio (Line of Duty, Bodyguard)) in at ITV and is in 

discussion with Netflix about an animated series based on Citizen Khan.   

 

 

Company B – Live Events 

Fronted by adventurer and TV personality, Bear Grylls, the Gone Wild Festival is a five-day adventure 

festival which encourages families and friends to try new, adventurous, outdoor experiences together 

in the magnificent surroundings of Powderham Castle, Devon.  The Festival will feature a host of 

exciting activities delivered by the Bear Grylls Survival Academy and the Royal Marines, along with 

music performances from top UK bands including Razorlight and The Kaiser Chiefs.  Bear will be 

joined by a host of other adventures, chefs, comedians and naturalists delivering a programme of talks 

shows. 

The inaugural festival will take place on the 2021 August Bank Holiday weekend, with Bear committing 

to significant involvement. As the country emerges from lockdown, desperate for new, exciting, shared 

experiences, The Gone Wild Festival is extremely well positioned to take advantage of this pent up 

demand. 

The ambition is to grow the event to multiple UK locations and license the festival internationally, 

including the US and China.   Gone Wild is already revenue generating. 
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Company C – Theatrical Rights 

A rights acquisition and development company.  The company acquires existing literary rights or 

commissions new writers to create and develop works for theatrical exploitation worldwide, either on 

the stage or by digital distribution, with an emphasis on musical entertainment.  

Headed by producers with a track record of successfully developing and exploiting shows, the 

company intends to exploit and license its shows internationally. 

 

 

Company D – AI; Luxury Travel Recommendation Site 

This company has developed its own AI proposition around luxury travel, which enhances efficiencies 

and quality of travel recommendation through the use of its proprietary AI software platform.   

The company has a board of experienced leaders in the travel industry and is looking to exploit the 

expected surge in demand for exclusive travel as the Covid crisis eases. 

 

 

 

The above pipeline is subject to change at the Manager’s discretion. Portfolio 

selection may differ based on timing, due diligence and approvals. We are currently 

talking to prospects across our sectors therefore new opportunities may be added. 

 

The option to elect to invest into single companies is available. If you are 

interested in any of these opportunities please do get in touch. 

 

 

Contact 

hannah@station12.co 

020 4526 9688 

www.station12.co 

 

 

 

 

 


